See a book you want to read? Login into your library account and place the title on hold or call us at 586-469-6200 and we can place the hold for you.

When your hold is ready for pick up we will call you. Come in and browse our enlarged New-Book Area, pick up your hold, use our new self-checkout station or bring your books to the desk and we can complete your checkout. If you would like contactless pick-up just give us a call and it can be arranged.

Library hours  Monday—Friday 10am–6pm, Saturday 10am-2pm

What’s New @ the Library

Anxious People by Fredrik Backman
Little Family by Ishmael Beah
The Split by Charon Bolton
The End of the Day by Bill Cleeg
Chance of a Lifetime by Jude Deveraux
Dark Song by Christine Feehan
Christmas Cupcake Murder by Joanne Fluke
The Evening and the Morning by Ken Follett
Being Known by Robin Jones Gunn
The Book of Lost Names by Kristin Harmel
Just Like You by Nick Hornby
Chaos by Iris Johansen
The Stone Wall by Beverly Lewis
Fool’s Paradise by Robert Parker
Happily This Christmas by Susan Mallery
The Abstainer by Ian McGuire
Pumpkin Spice Peril by Jenn McKinley
The Brightest Star by Fern Michaels
Monogamy by Sue Miller
The Gift of Family by Mary Monroe
The Kingdom by Jo Nesbo
What Are You Going Through by Sigrid Nunez
Coast-to-Coast Murders by James Patterson
Murder They Neighbor by James Patterson
All the Devils are Here by Louise Penny
A Question of Betrayal by Anne Perry
The Book of Two Ways by Jodi Picoult
Shadows in Death by J.D. Robb
Jack by Marilynn Robinson
The Librarian of Boone’s Hallow by Kim Vogel Sawyer
The Return by Nicholas Sparks
Here We Are by Graham Swift
One by One by Ruth Ware
Choppy Waters by Stuart Woods

*available in audiobook
See a movie you want to watch? Login into your library account and place the title on hold or call us at 586-469-6200 and we can place the hold for you. You can now place holds on new movies!

When your hold is ready for pick up we will call you. Come in and browse our enlarged New-Book Area, pick up your hold, use our new self-checkout station or bring your books to the desk and we can complete your check-out. If you would like contactless pick-up just give us a call and it can be arranged.

Library hours Monday—Friday 10am–6pm, Saturday 10am-2pm
What’s New @ the Library

Abe : Abraham Lincoln in His Times
Behind the Horror : True Stories That Inspired Horror Movies
The Bundt Collection : 128 Recipes for the Bundt Cake Enthusiast
Down Along with That Devil’s Bones : A Reckoning with Monuments, Memory and the Legacy of White Supremacy
Finding Freedom : Harry & Meghan & the Making of a Modern Royal Family
Finding My Father : His Century-Long Journey From WWI Warsaw
Gordon Ramsey : Quick and Easy
Knock at Midnight : a Story of Hope, Justice and Freedom
Let’s Brunch : 100 Recipes for the Best Meal of the Day
Murder and the Movies
Neuron Stars : the Quest to Understand the Zombies of the Cosmos
The Plus : Self-Help for People Who Hate Self-Help
Rage
Rise Up : Confronting a Country at the Crossroads
Serial Killer of the 70’s : Volume Two
She Votes : How U.S. Women Won Suffrage
Three Ring Circus : Kobe, Shaq, & the Crazy Years of the Lakers Dynasty
Uncharted : How to Navigate the Future
Unconditional : Learning to Navigate & Reframe Mental Illness
Wild Thing : The Short Spellbinding Life of Jimi Hendrix
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